Recent results of C. R. Putnam are used to find some conditions for normality of operators. The emphasis is on the classes of spectral operators (defined by N. Dunford) and W-hyponormal operators (defined by J. G. Stampfli).
J. G. Stampfli).
Throughout the paper by an operator we mean a bounded linear transformation defined on a fixed Hubert space H.
We will study pairs (T;D) of operators satisfying the following Putnam condition: (1) (D > °' \(Tz)(T -z)*> D2 for all z E C. Putnam [6] , [7] shows that if a pair (T; D) of operators satisfies condition (1) and if x is a vector in the range of D, then there exists a bounded function w: C -» H such that (T -z)w(z) = x. We give a short proof of this result and show that if T is an A/-hyponormal operator, then (T*;k\T*T-TT*\) satisfies (1) for some k > 0. This fact is then used to improve some of the results of B. L. Wadhwa [11] on M-hyponormal operators. For instance, we prove that if T is an M -hyponormal operator, if S is a subspectral or a dominant operator, if W is a quasi-affinity, and if WT* = SW, then T is normal. (See below for the definitions.) It also follows from some results of Putnam [7] that M-hyponormal, compact operators and certain other Mhyponormal operators are necessarily normal. The paper is concluded by discussing some general properties of dominant operators.
Main results. We first give a new proof of the following result due to Putnam 
where E is the resolution of the identity for D.
Proof. By [3, Theorem 1], for each z E C there exists a contraction operator Cz such that D = (T -z)Cz. Let w(z) = Czy. It follows that (T -z)w(z) = x and that lk(z)||2 < ||y||2 = Q tT2¿||£"*||2 < oc (z E C).
The definitions and some properties of dominant operators and Af-hyponormal operators are given in [9] and [11] . An operator Tis called a dominant operator if (T -z)H Q (T -z) H for all z E C, or, equivalently, if for each z E C there exists a positive number Mz such that (2) (T -z)(T -zf < MZ(T -z)*(T -z) (see [3] ). If, in (2), the constants Mz are bounded by a positive number M, then T is called an A/-hyponormal operator. Note that T is hyponormal if and only if it is 1-hyponormal.
In the following, by a subspectral operator we mean the restriction of a spectral operator to an invariant subspace. Proof. By [3] there exists a family Cz (\z\ < \\B\\ + 1) of operators such that ||C,|| < M and A -Sz = (B -z)Cz. Thus, for |z| < ||fi|| + 1,
and, for \z\ > ||5|| + 1,
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Corollary 2. Let T be an M-hyponormal operator and let W be an operator with a finite-dimensional null space. Assume WT* = SW for some dominant or subspectral operator S. Then T is normal.
The proof follows from Corollary 1 and Theorem 2. In view of [7, Theorem 2] the following is an immediate corollary of our Theorem 2; it improves Theorem 5 of [11] . For the notions and properties of analytic and continuous capacities, see [7] and the references cited here. Note that a compact countable set has analytic capacity zero and, by Morera's theorem, a rectifiable curve has continuous capacity zero. Note. In view of Corollary 2, if an operator T and its adjoint are both Mhyponormal, then T is normal. An operator A is said to be a quasi-affine transform of an operator B, denoted by A < B, if there exists an injective operator W with dense range such that WA = BW; A and B are said to be quasi-similar if A < B < A.
The following theorem gathers some of the conclusions of the relation T* < S, when Tand S are normal, spectral, hyponormal, etc.; some parts of the theorem have been known before and proper references are given in the proof. It is known that, as in the case of hyponormal operators, every eigenvalue of a dominant operator is reducing; the following theorem shows that dominant (and M-hyponormal) operators share a stronger form of this property with their hyponormal brethren. In view of [3] , condition (4) is equivalent with (4') D2 < MZ(T -z)(T* -z) for all z E C, where Mz is a positive number for each z; hence condition (1) implies conditions (3) and (4) . If T is a subnormal operator and (T;D) satisfies (3) and (4), then D = 0 [5] . Moreover if T is a dominant operator, then (7"*, \T*T-TT*\) satisfies (3) and (4) (the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2).
Remark 4. For an operator T and a closed subset 8 of C we define the (analytic) spectral manifold XT(8), the bounded spectral manifold YT (8) , and the unconditional spectral manifold ZT (8) Remark. C. K. Fong has independently shown that a spectral, M-hyponormal operator has an orthogonal resolution of the identity; this result is improved by our Corollary 3.
